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To date, the clinical value of lymph node size in colon cancer has been investigated only in a few studies. Only

in radiological diagnosis is lymph node size routinely recognized, and nodes Z10mm in diameter are

considered pathologic. However, the few studies regarding this topic suggest that lymph node size is not a

reliable indicator of metastatic disease. Moreover, we hypothesized that increasing lymph node size is

associated with favorable outcome. By performing a morphometric study, we investigated the clinical

significance of lymph node size in colon cancer in terms of metastatic disease and prognosis. A cohort of 237

cases with excellent lymph node harvest (mean lymph node count: 33±17) was used. The size distribution in

node-positive and -negative cases was almost identical. In all, 151 out of the 305 metastases detected (49.5%)

were found in lymph nodes with diameters r5mm. Only 25% of lymph nodes 410mm showed metastases.

Minute lymph nodes r1mm were involved only very rarely (2 of 81 cases). In 67% of the cases, the largest

positive lymph node was o10mm. The prognostic relevance of lymph node size was investigated in a subset of

115 stage I/II cases. The occurrence of Z7 lymph nodes that were 45mm in diameter was significantly

associated with better overall survival. Our data show that lymph node size is not a suitable factor for

preoperative lymph node staging. Minute lymph nodes have virtually no role in correct histopathological lymph

node staging. Finally, large lymph nodes in stage I/II disease might indicate a favorable outcome.
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Histological lymph node staging is of crucial
importance for prognosis estimation and postopera-
tive therapy stratification. It is still the strongest
prognostic parameter in curative cases.1 In node-
positive colon cancer, adjuvant chemotherapy is
generally recommended. In contrast, the benefit in
stage II cancers is minimal, and the decision of
whether to use an adjuvant therapy depends on
additional risk factors.2 Insufficient lymph node
harvest is one of these factors.3 However, the
number of lymph nodes needed for sufficient lymph
node staging is still a matter of debate. The different
recommendations range from 9 to 430 lymph
nodes.4–7 The Union for International Cancer Con-
trol demands the investigation of at least 12 lymph

nodes.8 Nevertheless, many studies have found that
this standard is not kept in daily routine.4,6,9,10 Fat
clearance methods are well known to improve
lymph node harvest in colorectal cancer.11,12 Un-
fortunately, these protocols are time consuming and
expensive. Recently, we introduced methylene blue-
assisted lymph node dissection as a cheap and
highly effective method to guarantee optimal lymph
node staging in gastrointestinal cancers, with lymph
node numbers by far exceeding the general recom-
mendations.13–16 This improvement is mainly the
result of better visibility of small lymph nodes.
Therefore, the question arises as to whether the
detection of such small lymph nodes is clinically
significant. The metastatic involvement of lymph
nodes as small as 1mm is described in the
literature.17 However, the clinical significance of
such findings is unclear. Radiologists screen their
images for the occurrence of large lymph nodes
(Z10mm) in order to detect metastatic diseases.18

Our impression, however, is that larger lymph nodes
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are often not involved in metastatic disease but
show lymphofollicular hyperplasia.19–23 This might
explain the relatively disappointing results of
diagnosis based on radiological lymph node status
assignment, which is mainly dependent upon
lymph node size.24 Moreover, one could hypothesize
that lymphatic hyperplasia in colon cancer could be
a prognostic marker indicating an especially effec-
tive immunological response against the cancer.25–28

As large lymph nodes are easier to find, this could
be an alternative explanation for the phenomenon
that high lymph node counts are associated with a
favorable outcome in stage II and even in stage III
colon cancer.29 Until now, insufficient surgical
techniques and, even more likely, stage migration
are thought to explain this well-investigated ef-
fect.4,30,31 Following this hypothesis, missed lymph
node metastases in cases with insufficient or
moderately sufficient lymph node harvest would
lead to a poorer outcome in alleged node-negative
(stage II) cases.

On the basis of these considerations, we per-
formed a morphometric study on a collection of
colon cancer cases with optimized lymph node
dissection by the methylene blue technique or fat
clearance. The main goals of this study were to
elucidate the roles of minute and enlarged lymph
nodes. Moreover, we tested the hypothesis that
factors displaying lymph node enlargement are
associated with a favorable outcome. As a result of
the already mentioned disappointing results of
radiological lymph node metastases detection based
on lymph node size, border irregularity and hetero-
geneity of signal intensity has been used as
alternative criteria to detect metastases by magnetic
resonance imaging.32 In order to evaluate whether
the criterion is reproducible histologically, we
performed an additional investigation on a subset
of 28 nodal-positive cases.

Patients and methods

Patients

In all, 237 patients were enrolled between May 2007
and August 2010. Inclusion criteria were surgical
resection of colon cancers with curative intent,
tumor-free resection margins and the application of
either the methylene blue technique or fat clearance.
Exclusion criteria were rectal cancer, emergency
non-elective resection, primary palliative resection
and inflammatory bowel disease. In total, 49 cases
were part of a foregoing study.14 The other cases
were collected prospectively afterward. Follow-up
data have been provided by the clinical and
population-based cancer registry Augsburg. Fol-
low-up data were missing in 45 cases.

For the analysis of the hypothesized prognostic
effect of enlarged lymph nodes, a subgroup of node-
negative cases was built. After exclusion of cases

with missing follow-up or follow-up shorter than 2
months, this group included 115 cases.

Lymph Node Dissection

The techniques have been described previously and
will be mentioned here only briefly.14

Methylene blue-assisted lymph node dissection
After receiving the specimens in a fresh or shortly
fixed (o3h) state, the main artery was identified
and 15–20ml of methylene blue solution (diluted
with saline 1:3) was gently injected. Then the
specimens were fixed overnight in 10% formalin.
On the next day after cutting out a routine sample of
the tumor and the resection margins, the mesenteric
adipose tissue was separated from the bowel wall
and sliced into thin sections. Lymph nodes of all
sizes were highlighted by methylene blue staining
and, therefore, were easy to detect.

Fat clearance
The specimens were treated in the conventional
manner after fixing overnight. Lymph nodes were
dissected manually and the remaining adipose
tissue then underwent a fat clearing procedure.
The protocol included an isopropanol treatment for
3 days with increasing concentrations and a final
xylene step for one day. After this process, a
secondary lymph node dissection was performed.
The primary and secondary lymph nodes were
analyzed in this study.

Morphometric Analysis

Morphometric analysis was performed on hematox-
ylin and eosin (H&E)-stained slides using routine
microscopes and digital cameras with calibrated
software systems (ProgRes C10 and C3, Jenoptik,
Jena, Germany) for measurements of diameters up to
8mm. Larger diameters were measured by marking
the areas of interest under the microscope and
measuring with a ruler. Both metastases and micro-
metastases (0.2–2mm) were counted as nodal
positive. The lymph nodes were categorized accord-
ing to their maximum diameters into 1 of 11
categories (1–10 with 1mm steps and 410mm).
For each case, a cumulative lymph node diameter
(cLND) was calculated by adding all lymph node
diameters. An arbitrarily chosen value of 12mm was
used for the last category (410mm). The parameter
LN5 represents lymph nodes with diameters
45mm.

Lymph Node Border Irregularity

The H&E-stained slides of the lymph nodes of 28
nodal-positive cases were screened macroscopically
by one pathologist (BM). Border irregularity was
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defined as macroscopically recognizable deviation
from ideal border contour. Irregular lymph nodes
were categorized as metastasized or negative.

Statistics

The unpaired T-test was used to compare normal
distribution parameters of two groups. If the normal
distribution was not given, then a Mann–Whitney
rank sum test was performed instead. For compar-
ison of 42 variables one-way RM ANOVA test was
used. Dichotomous data were compared using the w2

test or Fisher’s exact test. Mean values are given
±1s.d. Optimal cutoff values (with high sensitivity
for progression-free survival) were determined using
receiver operating characteristic analysis Figure 2b.
Kaplan–Meier analysis and log-rank test was per-
formed to compare the overall survival between
different groups. Forward and backward stepwise
regression was performed to estimate the influence
of different established prognostic and lymph node-
related factors. A P-value of o0.05 was considered
significant. All calculations were performed using
the Sigma Plot 11.0 software package (Systat,
Richmond, VA, USA).

Results

Size Distribution of Lymph Nodes—All Stages

The clinico-pathological data are summarized in
Table 1. The size distribution of all 7877 lymph
nodes that were analyzed is shown in Figure 1a. The
majority of lymph nodes measured between 41 and
r5mm, whereas larger lymph nodes were found at
a considerably lower frequency. The comparison of
node-negative with node-positive cases reveals an
almost identical size distribution in both subgroups

(Figure 1b). Only the proportion of 4mm-sized
lymph nodes is significantly larger (P¼ 0.041) in
the node-positive group. The number of large lymph
nodes, in particular, seems not to be influenced by
metastatic spread. Figure 1c shows the size distribu-
tion of the 305 metastasized lymph nodes and the
proportions of the different sizes based on the
number of all lymph nodes that were found.
Metastases occurred in lymph nodes of all sizes.
However, metastases in lymph nodes o1mm were
rare. Only 2 out of a total of 413 lymph nodes of this
minute size were positive. The proportion of
positive lymph nodes increased with the diameter.
In all, 151 out of the 305 detected metastases
(49.5%) were found in lymph nodes with diameters
r5mm. The highest proportion of positive lymph
nodes was found in the 410mm category with 27%
positive lymph nodes (Figure 1c).

The sizes of the largest involved lymph nodes of
the 81 node-positive cases are shown in Figure 1d.
Interestingly, the largest positive lymph nodes in
two cases were only 2 and 3mm in diameter. In 23 of
81 cases (28%), the largest lymph node was
410mm. The diameters of the largest positive
lymph nodes that defined the final nodal status are
also given in Figure 1d. In total, 43 (53%) of these
lymph nodes were r5mm (Figure 1d).

Prognostic Effect of Lymph Node Size in Node-
Negative Cancer

The clinico-pathological characteristics of node
negative cases are given in Table 2. Total lymph
node number (tLN), number of lymph nodes 45mm
(LN5) and cLND have been investigated concerning
their association with tumor progression. The linear
regression analysis revealed a strong dependency
between tLN and cLND (Rsqr¼ 0.815). In contrast,

Table 1 Clinico-pathological characteristics

All cases (n¼ 237) Node negative (n¼ 115) LN5-low (n¼86) LN5-high (n¼ 29)

Mean Age±s.d. 69±12 71±13 70±11 66±12
younger than 50 years 17 6 3 3
Female–male ratio 1:1.37 1:1.61 1:1.61 1:1.63
Hemicolon right 90 39 17 22
Colon transversum 6 1 0 1
Hemicolon left 23 13 10 3
Sigmoid colon 117 61 58 3
Complete colon 1 1 1 0
pT1 26 18 16 2
pT2 44 26 18 8
pT3 145 66 48 18
pT4 22 17 16 1
Mean LN count±s.d. 33±17 37±18 29±13 46±23
Node positive 81 — — —
Low grade 188 98 73 25
High grade 49 17 13 4
Lymphatic invasion 25 12 11 1
Venous invasion 29 9 7 2
Methylene blue technique 212 99 74 25
Fat clearance 25 16 12 4
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the dependency between LN5 and tLN was con-
siderably weaker (Rsqr¼ 0.325) (Figure 2a). Compar-
ing cLND and LN5 in node-negative cases with

and without development of distant metastases
revealed marginally significant lower mean values
in progressive disease (cLND: 130±80 vs 95±43,

Figure 1 (a) The graph shows the distribution of the lymph node sizes of all lymph nodes. (b) The size distribution depending of the
nodal status is shown. Note: except the category of lymph nodes 4mm in diameter there are no significant differences. (c) The size
distribution of metastasized lymph nodes in absolute numbers and proportions based on the total number of detected lymph nodes in
each category is given. (d) This graph shows a distribution of the largest metastasized lymph node each. The gray bars show the largest
lymph node for the final N status (eg, 2b).

Table 2 Clinico-pathological characteristics—node-negative cases

Mean LN
count

P-value Number of
LN 45mm

P-value Cummulative
LN diameter

P-value

Male (n¼71) 33.2±17.2 4.6±5.0 125.6±74.2
Female (n¼ 44) 33.0±18.5 NS 4.2±3.9 NS 124.5±76.3 NS

Age o¼50 (n¼ 6) 55.7±35.7 9.8±10.0 226.2±170.8
Age 450 (n¼ 109) 31.8±15.5 0.09 4.1±4.0 0.14 119.6±63.1 0.093

pT1 (n¼18) 27.6±13.8 2.2±3.4 92.4±64.0
pT2 (n¼26) 42.1±21.5 4.8±4.2 150.9±83.9
pT3 (n¼66) 30.7±16.1 4.8±4.8 122.4±71.6
pT4 (n¼5) 37.4±11.5 o0.001 5.8±7.2 NS 146.2±73.5 o0.001

Low grade (n¼95) 32.8±18.3 4.3±4.3 123.5±76.8
High grade (n¼20) 34.8±13.7 NS 5.3±6.0 NS 133.6±66.0 NS

Right colon (n¼75) 37.2±18.3 7.6±4.7 160.2±73.9
Left colon (n¼ 40) 30.9±16.8 0.029 2.8±3.7 o0.001 106.5±68.5 o0.001
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P¼ 0.052; LN5: 5±5 vs 3±3 P¼ 0.052). On the other
hand, no significant differences were found in node-
positive cases.

The receiver operating characteristic analysis
performed to establish optimal cutoff values for the
prediction of distant metastases in stage I and II
cases showed similar areas under the curve for LN5
and cLND with 0.63 and 0.65, respectively. The
optimal cutoffs for predicting progressive survival
for LN5 and cLND are 7 and 148, respectively. As a
result of the weaker dependency on tLN, further
investigations were performed with the parameter

LN5. Using the cutoff value of Z7 LN5, there was a
clear trend toward fewer cases with progressive
disease in the group with a high number of LN5
(1 out of 28 vs 17 out of 69; P¼ 0.072). The outcome
of the LN5-high group was significantly better
compared with the LN5-low group (P¼ 0.024). This
is particularly the case when the cohorts are
subdivided in pT1/2 and pT3/4 cases (P¼ 0.033 for
the comparison of pT3/4 subgroups) Figure 2d.
A multivariable regression analysis included the
parameters T-stage, grading, age, location, LN5 and
tLN. The occurrence of distant metastases can be

Figure 2 (a) The figure shows the regression of tLN vs LN5 and cLND, respectively. tLN and cLND (black dots) show a strong association.
The association between tLN and LN5 is considerable weaker. (b) LN5¼ lymph nodes 45mm; cLND, cumulative lymph node diameter.
Receiver operating characteristic curve to identify an optimal cut off for the parameters LN5 and cLND. The goal was to reach a high
sensitivity for progression-free survival. (c) Size distribution of the LN5-high (cases with Z7 lymph nodes with diameters 45mm) and
LN5-low (cases with o7 lymph nodes with diameters 45mm) group—all cases belong to stage I or II cancers. LN5-high cases show a
significant shift toward larger lymph nodes. (d) Survival analysis of LN5-high vs -low divided into stage I and stage II cases. LN5-high
cases show a better outcome in comparison with LN5-low cases. The difference between stage II cases is significant (P¼ 0.033).
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predicted from a linear combination of the T-stage
(Po0.001) and LN5 (Po0.020) factors. A second
analysis including the variables LN5, T-stage, grad-
ing, lymphatic and vascular invasion revealed LN5
(P¼ 0.04), T-stage (P¼ 0.004) and vascular invasion
(P¼ 0.002) as independent predictors for the occur-
rence of distant metastases.

The size distribution analysis shows a general
shift toward larger lymph nodes in the LN5-high
group (Figure 2c). The subgroup characteristics are
also given in Table 1. The main differences between
the subgroups occurred with regard to T-stage, mean
tLN and tumor localization. The majority of LN5-
high cases showed pT2 and pT3 stages, whereas pT1
and pT4 stages were considerably more frequent in
the LN5-low group. The most striking finding,
however, is the different side distribution. LN5-
low shows a dominance of left colon cancers. In
contrast, 23 out of 29 cancers (79%) in the LN5-high
group occurred in the right colon. To rule out the
possibility that the survival advantage of the LN5-
high group is a function of the location, a Kaplan–
Meier analysis was performed comparing left and
right colon cancer, which revealed no difference
concerning the overall survival (P¼ 0.478) between
left- and right-sided colon cancer. Information
regarding immunohistochemical MLH1 expression
in patients older than 50 years and microsatellite

status in younger patients were available in 25 out of
29 cases in the LN5-high group. Seven cases showed
loss of MLH1 expression or microsatellite instabil-
ity. These cases, however, did not significantly differ
concerning the number of lymph nodes with
diameters 45mm within this group. Compared
with the LN5-low group, the LN5-high group
showed a highly significantly higher mean LN count
(45±23 vs 23±13; Po0.001), the minimal LN count
was 24 in 3 cases.

Lymph Node Border Irregularity

Border irregularity was found in 22 of 116 (19%)
metastasized lymph nodes and in 5 of 1170 (0.4%)
negative lymph nodes. At least one irregular
positive lymph node was found in 13 of 28 (46%)
cases. The irregular negative lymph nodes occurred
in three cases (11%). Irregularity occurred only in
lymph nodes 45mm (Figure 3).

Discussion

Correct lymph node staging is of paramount im-
portance for prognosis estimation and therapy
stratification in colon cancer.1 A large number of
studies address the topics of optimal lymph node

Figure 3 (a) Colonic lymph node without metastasis with considerably irregular border (H&E 16). (b) Irregular contour of a metastasized
colonic lymph node (H&E 16). (c) Preserved regular contour of a metastasized colonic lymph node (H&E 16).
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counts, dissecting techniques, factors influencing
the lymph node harvest, lymph node ratio and the
association between lymph node numbers and out-
come.33 The size of lymph nodes, however, has
received attention in only a few studies.20–23 Using
advanced lymph node dissection techniques, we
collected a relatively large number of colon cancer
cases with optimal lymph node staging starting in
2007.14 As the study was conducted at a single
center and a standardized dissection technique was
used, we were able to reduce confounding factors
that might hamper large database studies. In this
context the question may rise whether the results of
this study are transferrable to routine circumstances
where usually far fewer lymph nodes were har-
vested. However, the role of different lymph node
sizes in colorectal cancer is only to investigate using
a cohort that represents the whole spectrum of
lymph nodes. Regarding the clinical meaning of
enlarged lymph nodes, we are convinced that the
dissection technique has a minor role because they
hardly will be missed during routine dissection.

The first part of our study dealt with the
questions: how are the sizes of lymph nodes
distributed, which lymph nodes are affected by
metastases, do the size distributions between node-
positive and -negative cases differ, and what are the
roles of minute lymph nodes (r1mm) and large
lymph nodes? The second part investigated a
hypothesized association between lymph node size
and outcome.

Our study has been restricted to colon cancer
because preoperative radiation therapy, which is
often applied in rectal cancer, influences lymph
node staging in several aspects.34

Most of the lymph nodes detected were found in
the groups between 41 and r5mm. Interestingly,
the size distribution differs only slightly between
node-positive and -negative cases. Only the propor-
tion of lymph nodes between 3 and 4mm is
significantly larger in node-metastasized cancer.
Cserni et al20 as well as Mönig et al found significant
larger mean lymph node diameters in node-positive
colorectal cancer.22 However, the difference was
very small (4.3 vs 4.7mm; Po0.01 and 3.9 vs
5.9mm; Po0.0001) and, therefore, probably not of
clinical relevance. In our study, metastases occurred
in lymph nodes of all sizes. About 50% of the
metastases were found in lymph nodes o6mm.
This stands in concordance with the data of Cserni
et al.20 The likelihood of detecting a metastasis
clearly increases with increasing lymph node size.
However, even in the group 410mm the rate of
positivity is only 28%. In other words, 72% of very
large lymph nodes are negative, and the vast
majority of positive nodes are o10mm in diameter
(73%). As radiological lymph node staging is mainly
based on the detection of large lymph nodes
410mm, this finding is of clinical importance. It
could explain why the results of radiological
imaging in this field are somewhat disappointing.24

When comparing radiological and histopathological
measurements, one has to keep in mind that lymph
nodes are prone to shrink during the histological
processing. Based on our observations, we estimate
this effect to be in the range of about 10%. Taking
that into account, one can assume that lymph nodes
measuring 8–10mm histologically are already be-
yond the 10mm threshold, which would alter the
sensitivity. The specificity might still be low. Our
preliminary data concerning the association be-
tween irregularities of lymph node’s border and
the occurrence of metastases are also not convin-
cing. Using this criterion more than the half of cases
would have been understaged, whereas negative
lymph nodes with border irregularities were de-
tected in 11%.

Although the detection of each additional positive
lymph node has an impact on the patient’s prog-
nosis and, therefore, is relevant, the lymph node
discovered first is most important because it
changes the therapy. The clinical significance of a
3mm positive lymph node changes in light of a
12mm positive lymph node that exists simulta-
neously. Therefore, we investigated the size of the
largest lymph node in each node-positive case. This
analysis shows that most of the largest lymph nodes
affected are 45mm in diameter. Therefore, they
should be easy to detect during pathological dissec-
tion. Nevertheless, a small proportion of cases
(about 2.5%) carry metastases only in very small
lymph nodes (Figure 1d), which can be easily
missed during routine dissection and are prone to
understaging. The detection of small lymph nodes is
especially important for exact substaging. In all,
53% of the lymph nodes defining the final nodal
status according to the current TNM classification
were o6mm. Lymph nodes o1mm, however, seem
to have no role in this context. Only 2 out of 305
affected lymph nodes were that small. Similar
findings were reported by Brown et al.17

Several studies showed that the number of lymph
nodes investigated is of remarkable prognostic
relevance mainly in stage II but also in stage III
colon cancer. There are three potential factors that
could influence lymph node harvest and prognosis:
the surgeon, the pathologist and the patient. An
insufficient surgical technique can lead to an
incomplete lymph node resection. The clinical
significance of an optimal surgical technique has
been shown by Hohenberger et al.35 Unquestionably,
the pathologist significantly influences the number
of lymph nodes that are harvested, as long as he/she
is provided with an adequate specimen. Diligence
and the use of advanced methods like fat clearance
or methylene blue technique have an important
role.12,14 By investigating too few lymph nodes, a
pathologist runs the risk of understaging. We
detected the phenomenon of understaging even in
primarily sufficient investigated cases using the fat
clearance technique after initial conventional dis-
section.14 The question, however, is how often does
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that occur? And is this frequency in a range that
could explain sufficiently the much better prognosis
of patients with a high number of investigated
lymph nodes? We suppose that only small lymph
node metastases (o5mm) will escape detection. Our
data show that this risk occurs in about 9% of
metastasized cases and in 3% of the entire collec-
tion.

On the basis of our experiences, we estimate the
rate of understaging in daily routine to be between 2
and 5%. In our opinion, this rate is too small to be
the major reason for the large outcome difference
between high and low lymph node counts. Swanson
et al30 found a 69% 5-year survival rate for patients
with pT3N0 colon cancers with o5 examined
lymph nodes. Taking into account that these
patients perhaps received no adjuvant therapy,
about 90% must have had occult lymph node
metastases in order to explain this adverse outcome.
However, this percentage seems unreasonably high.
Simunovic and Baxter36 supposed in an editorial
that an unknown confounder might be the true
explanation for the association between lymph node
harvest and outcome. We now strongly believe that
the patient, or rather the patient’s response to the
cancer, could be this confounder. Several other
authors speculated in the past that the success in
harvesting lymph nodes could be triggered by the
lymph node size.9,25,27,37–39 Large lymph nodes, on
the other hand, could be the expression of an
enhanced immunological defense.

We investigated the hypothesis that the occur-
rence of large lymph nodes is associated with a
better prognosis in the subgroup of node-negative
cases. Initially, we supposed that the cLND para-
meter, which is calculated by adding up all lymph
node diameters of a case, could indicate the
immunological response to the cancer. However,
this parameter showed a very strong association
with the total number of harvested lymph nodes.
The size distribution of the lymph nodes does not
seem to be adequately expressed by this parameter.
In contrast, the simple counting of lymph nodes
45mm in diameter was only very weakly associated
with the tLN and, therefore, had a higher potential
to offer new insights. Indeed, the LN5-high group
showed only one case (3.3%) of progressive disease
with distant metastases, whereas 16 cases (19%) of
progressive disease occurred in the LN5-low group
(P¼ 0.072). Interestingly, the single progressive case
in LN5-high is a 74-year-old lady who is still alive
42 months after initial diagnosis. The Kaplan–Meier
analysis revealed a significant better outcome in the
LN5-high group. By comparing the clinico-patholo-
gical parameters between LN5-high and -low, we
found a striking difference regarding the location of
the tumors. The LN5-high group showed highly
significantly more right than left colon cancers.
Interestingly, we found no significant survival
difference when we compared the entire groups of
left with right cancers. Several authors report that

the right location is associated with higher lymph
node counts.9,25,27,37–39 This fact further suggests the
previously supposed connection between lymph
node size and harvest. The combination of right-
sided colon cancer and strong immunological
response raised the question of whether there is an
association with microsatellite instability as was
found by Søreide et al.38 We could discover a clear
association between microsatellite instability and
lymph node size in patients younger than 50 years.
Analyzing the LN5-high group, we found seven
microsatellite instable cases. However, there is still a
group of at least 17 cases with no known explana-
tion for the enhanced lymphatic response. This
group might represent a certain subentity of colon
cancers with favorable outcome and preferred right
location. In this context, it should be emphasized
that lymph node count is only prognostic in colon
cancer but not in rectal cancer.

In summary, lymph node size is not a reliable
marker for lymph node metastases. As minute
lymph nodes have virtually no role, they should
not be routinely included in the pathology report.
Especially in cases of low lymph node harvest,
reporting very small negative lymph nodes (r1mm)
is more a whitewash of the report than a serious
report. In our eyes, the paradigm of the 12 lymph
node rule should pathologists not force to count
these tiny lymph nodes otherwise arbitrariness is
the consequence. Independent from the quality of
the specimen 12 lymph nodes can be found as long
as one is willing to embed enough fat and cut
enough sections in order to detect very small nodes.

The detection of relatively small lymph nodes (1–
5mm), however, is important for an exact lymph
node staging. Moreover, our data suggest that the
lymph node size is of prognostic relevance. The fact
that a high number of examined lymph nodes are
associated with a favorable outcome in colon cancer
might be due an enhanced immunological response
with enlargement of lymph nodes, which are then
easier to detect in high numbers. As this part of our
study is limited by a rather small study size and
short follow-up we plan confirming the results by a
larger sized study with longer follow-up within the
next 2 years. Moreover, the prognostic value of
lymph node size in rectal cancer as well as in nodal-
metastasized cancers has to be evaluated in addi-
tional studies.
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